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I close my eyes and fade away
Hope and pray for better days
I'm drifting away again
I'm drifting away again
Drifting away again

[Verse 1:]
It's like the walls are closing in and I'm out of space
So I close my eye lids and drift to outerspace
Off to a whole nother galaxy, 
Spread my wings even though they tried grounding me
But, I'm already in the clouds
Up and away, both feet off the ground
The sky is the limit so I'm living with the stars
Who'da thought drifting could take us so far?

[Hook:]
I close my eyes and fade away
Hope and pray for better days
I'm drifting away again
I make believe that I can see
Far beyond the galaxy
I'm drifing away again
I stare right through the atmosphere
The o-zone layer won't keep me here.
I'm drifing away again
Drifing away, away again
Drifting away, off to space
Drifing away, away again

[Verse 2:]
Drift just like a leaf in the wind
Feel my eyes close and I'm leaving again
No gravity, don't grab at me
Say "what up? " to the stars casually.
Automatically instantly relaxed
All the drama in the world, everyone can have it back
Cause seems these days no one knows how to act
And since everyone's fly, I guess nobody's coming
back
So I'm a stay here and just chill
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Let the record play all night until my minds filled
With thoughts so pure and feelings so innocent
You can call me Mr. Magnificent
Just because that'd be how I felt
So close your eyes and take a trip for yourself

[Hook:]
I close my eyes and fade away
Hope and pray for better days
I'm drifting away again
I make believe that I can see
Far beyond the galaxy
I'm drifing away again
I stare right through the atmosphere
The o-zone layer won't keep me here.
I'm drifing away again
Drifing away, away again
Drifting away, off to space
Drifing away, away again
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